
LHJ ESSAY CONTEST

TELL US ABOUT THE DAY THAT CHANGED YOUR LIFE - LHJ PERSONAL ESSAY CONTEST For our second
annual Personal Essay Contest, we want to hear.

Each category has its own rules and word counts, so be sure to peruse the options before you decide which one
is best for your students. Learn more about the process of applying here. Though good writing is important,
judges will make allowances for those for whom English is not their first language. Description: Bennington
College offers a competition in three categories: poetry a group of three poems , fiction a short story or one-act
play , and nonfiction a personal or academic essay. Grab a lovely poster for your classroom wall here. Betsy
Potash on July 26, An authentic audience is so powerful for students. Working as a filmmaker has given her
the experience of storytelling and how to combine all the various elements of production to create the final
film. Please enclose a list of participants' names, ages and the name and contact information of the submitting
teacher or director. Good luck! It also aims to inspire society to learn from the young minds and to think about
how each of us can make a difference in the world. The new contest prompt is published in October. If you
have questions, please consult the FAQ section below. As part of the initiative we are holding an essay
contest. This contest is a nice bridge between ELA and STEM and great for teachers interested in
incorporating an interdisciplinary project into their curriculum. Description: This essay contest, sponsored by
the Society of Professional Journalists and the Journalism Education Association, invites students to consider
the importance of independent media. Because of the paperwork involved, it might make sense to choose the
top essays from your class to send in to the national contest. When they write for a real purpose, they are
empowered. Essays should answer the question by taking a stance and making a case based on arguments and
facts. Guidelines 1. The essays must feature more than five sources and a full bibliography. Perhaps new
thinking is needed, since previous attempts to deal with the problem have failed. Winners receive full tuition
to the Semester at Sea program as well as a trip to Washington, DC, to meet with a leader at the Department of
State. The Ocean Awareness Contest Description: This unique competition invites students to use their
creativity to make a difference for our planet. Essays must be words or less in English, French, Spanish or
German, or characters or less in Japanese, excluding essay title and cover page. Age Group: 11th grade How
to Enter: Students submit ten-page play scripts online or by mail.


